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VISION & MISSION
Helping Hand for Relief and Development as a leader:
empowering lives, creating opportunities and
strengthening the bonds of humanity. HHRD is committed to serve humanity by integrating resources for
people in need. We strive to provide immediate
responses in disasters and effective programs in place
of suffering, for the pleasure of God.
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SUPPORT PROGRAM

For as little as $1 a day
- just $365 a year we can ensure these children
have a brighter, and more
promising, future.

Meet 8 year old Ismail, from an orphanage in Amman,
Jordan who escaped the turmoil in Syria. He's memorized
half of the Holy Qur'an; his teacher explained that it is
critical to have these orphans taught the knowledge of
Islam so that it is not lost from their generation, and their
future generations. Many of these orphans do not have
parents to teach them the religion. So, to properly teach
the Muslim orphans about Islam, HHRD uses donations to
fund Islamic and Quranic knowledge programs for the
orphans.
An estimated 140 million children have lost one or both of
their parents and are living in unimaginable difficulty
(UNICEF). The Orphan Support Program (OSP) of Helping
Hand helps in identifying the families in needy situations. It
focuses on assisting children who have lost their parents or
guardians, and enables them to fit into the society morally,
spiritually, and mentally. These donations contribute
towards helping more than one orphan.
With over 16,000 sponsored orphans in 17 countries, our
program provides subsistence, education, healthcare, social
upliftment, and child protection rights.

Global Skills Development Program
HHRD's vision of "One Home One Skill" is to sustain the livelihood of every
household. Donations to this program can help a family secure a more stable
financial future, with honorable means, through proper training and education.
Sustainable means of livelihood are developed by establishing Skills
Development Centers (SDCs), Industrial Homes (IHs), and Institutes of Industrial
Technical Education (IITEs) all of which are designed for the socio-economic
development of people, especially women, from vulnerable and disaster hit
communities. HHRD currently provides training to men and women in 6
countries. These centers set out to impart training, organize artisans, assist in
specializing products, improving product quality and then marketing these
handicrafts. In 2017, HHRD helped 400 people in Jordan, 150 in Somalia, 130 in
Afghanistan, 2,570 in Pakistan, 250 in Nepal and 650 in Kenya.

ONE HOME > ONE SKILL
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Children with Disabilities Program
With simply $2/day, or $60/month, you can help a child build
self-confidence and facilitate their integration into society.

Children with disabilities rally in the streets of Chakwal, Pakistan
resulting in the enrollment of 38 children in their week-long
program. A disability is not a road block. These children are
given a chance towards a better and brighter future under
professional supervision and guidance through HHRD.
An estimated 93 million children live with some type of
disability. This program aims to highlight the plight of children
with special needs, and bring them to the forefront through
inclusive education and social participation. Through HHRD's
In-Kind Gifts department, donors from the USA send In-Kind
Gifts in containers to various countries, where children with
disabilities are also helped such as the disabled Syrian refugee
children in Jordan and Lebanon as well as, drought affected
special needs children in Somalia, Zanzibar (Tanzania), and
Kenya. Through a dedicated Children with Disabilities Program
(CWDP), 1,000 children within the four major provinces of
Pakistan were taken care of. We strive to make these children
self-reliant and contributing members of society by utilizing
holistic and comprehensive approaches.

In-Kind Gifts Program
In-Kind Gifts are donated goods and services rather than monetary
donations. This program has been saving and enhancing lives of hundreds
and thousands of people since 2008. At the onset of any disaster relief
effort, 15 HHRD regional In-Kind Gift Centers in 11 different states initiate
In-Kind Gift campaigns and drives for the specific needs of the affected
countries. Local volunteers come together to spend
countless hours sorting, packing, and loading 40-foot
shipping containers with these donated items.
This past year, through the end of December, 2017,
our program has sent 175 containers valuing $28.8
million to Caribbean, Afghanistan, Macedonia, Haiti,
Pakistan, Kenya, Somalia, Somaliland, Tanzania,
Lebanon, and Jordan.
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From local private donations to large corporate
shipments, HHRD is truly connecting people's
resources with people's needs around the world.

Water For Life and Water & Sanitation Hygiene Program
An estimated 780 million people lack access to improved water sources.
This results in malnourishment, water borne diseases, and in many
cases--death. With 1 in 9 people lacking this access, hospitals around
the world are reporting half of their patients suffer from water related
diseases. Moreover, women and girls make up 72% of those searching
for water sources to provide for their families; hauling 40 pound
containers for miles on end has become an unbearable burden.
HHRD helps people gain access to clean water for daily consumption
and irrigation purposes through construction and rehabilitation of water
supply schemes. With the help of our generous donors, HHRD provided
20 water wells capped with Affrediv pumps in Afghanistan, and 15 each
in Kenya, Somalia, Tanzania and Uganda. In Pakistan, our program was
able to provide 100 Affrediv hand pumps, 25 water wells, 25 water wells
capped with Affrediv pumps, 25 submersible pumps with water storage
tanks, 25 tube wells with water storage tanks and 14 water filtration
plans with submersible pumps.
Over the past 6 years, this program has improved access to clean
drinking water to around one million people in Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Kenya, Somalia, Uganda, and Tanzania.

Education Support Program
An estimated 759 million adults are illiterate and, as a result, are unable to
provide a proper education for their children. With a reported 72 million
children lacking a primary school education, the road ahead will prove
difficult. Tragically, many of the 124 million children and adolescents who are
not enrolled in schools, fall victim to child labor.
HHRD is committed to increase and improve the access of schools for
children, particularly those who live in poor and geographically remote areas
of the region. HHRD's "School of Excellence", part of HHRD’s Orphan
Support Program, in Mogadishu, Somalia is home to 300 orphans who are on
their way towards a brighter future. Likewise, our HHRD Jordan office is
assisting 500 Syrian refugees in Jordan and Lebanon through their Family
Education System Support program and Higher Education Support program.
Quality education through Ghazali Education Trust, Baethak School System,
and ALFalah Scholarship Scheme in Pakistan was imparted as well. More than
45 schools were supported, with around 500 individual students who
received a value-based education.
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Youth Empowerment Program
HHRD is utilizing the ever-growing talent of youth from across the globe in our immersion programs and internships to provide
a unique opportunity to receive first-hand knowledge of relief work. This once in a lifetime opportunity allows youth access to
what goes on behind the scenes along with field experience illustrating the real side of humanitarian work. In 2017, HHRD had
two major programs that allow youth to spend their summer working alongside our professional staff through our
Summer Internship Program and Youth for Jordan Program.

Youth For Jordan
This program
provides college
students, from
across the USA, an
opportunity to
spend their summer
break alongside
trained professionals helping those in
need. This
week-long Youth for
Jordan program
offered 17 brothers
and 21 sisters the opportunity to see first-hand the daily humanitarian work our team at HHRD's MENA office engages in as they
provide physical, emotional, and humanitarian support to Palestinian and Syrian Refugees; as well as, local needy Jordanian families.

Summer Internship Program

TESTIMONIALS
Working with Helping Hand was a truly wonderful way
to spend my summer. Rather than sitting at home and
letting the hours slip by, this summer internship allowed
me the opportunity to use each minute of my time productively.
The expectations of this internship really challenged me to get to
know my Muslim community better and to integrate my faith with
community service. I met many incredible mentors and peers, all
of whom had much guidance and knowledge to offer. I even got to
plan my very own fundraiser for maternal and child health in
Pakistan, and I felt empowered by how the community was willing
to come together and support a vital cause. Helping Hand
provided me with a remarkable experience and I look forward to
working with the organization again in the future!

The words ‘life changing’ or ‘eye opening’ get used lightly for a
lot of different experiences, but this trip to Jordan organized by
Helping Hand truly earns that praise. It is one of the most
rewarding feelings to see the smiles you are able to put on an
orphan’s face. This trip is a great for anyone hoping to
gain a better understanding of the issues or looking for
an opportunity to directly help those impacted by conflict.

This hands-on program is designed to mentor, and cultivate, today’s young leaders in an
environment devoted exclusively to the field of social services. Every year, close to 200
students apply to spend two months under the tutelage of our staff in our human resource,
marketing and public relations, information technology, In Kind Gifts, and event planning areas.
Our internship program at HHRD MENA provides an opportunity for recent qualified graduates
to join our team for a 3-month training period. The experience they gain at the HHRD MENA
provides them with an opportunity to eventually find a suitable job.
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HHRD Pakistan hired interns for positive social change through work experience to learn
professional skills, research internship with local universities to study the impact assessment of
HHRD programs, and field base internship to engage university youth in social work.

Seasonal
Programs
This program allows marginalized
families to enjoy the celebration of
Eid ul Fitr and Eid ul Adha with the
ability to share a warm meal together.
Through Ramadan food packages,
gifts on Eid-ul-Fitr and meat on
Eid-ul-Adha, Muslims across the
globe partake in the festivities.

Global Zabihah Program
In total, HHRD performed the Udhiya of
4,338 goats and 8,197 cows which
allowed 12,585 shares to be distributed
in 40 countries. Alhumdulillah, 50,000
families (which included 20,000
orphans and widows)
were able to enjoy
the blessings of
Eid-ul-Adha.
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Ramadan Food Distribution
This program provided food packages, based on local prices, for
up to three families in 38 countries and regions with the goal of
feeding 15,000 families. People from Tanzania to Myanmar, Jordan
to Nepal, and everywhere in between were met with smiling faces
and gifted food items to last the month, alhumdulillah! HHRD
MENA's annual Ramadan Tent served Iftar to 80 families which
totaled to 400 individuals per day.

Health Care Program
One of the beautiful faces of the children of Syria, Farhan
suffers from albinism and has no access to basic medical
needs for his condition. Farhan is most likely to develop
skin cancer by the age of 20.

The World Health Organization recently reported that,
"400 million people do not have access to essential health
services and 6% of people in low- and middle-income
countries are tipped into or pushed further into extreme
poverty because of health spending."
HHRD has partnered with World Health Organization
(WHO) and other agencies to provide much needed
medical help to affected people in disaster areas.
These services include:
1. Mother Child Health Centers
2. Mobile Medical Units/Ambulance Services
3. Cataract Eye Surgeries
4. Medical Trainings
5. Support of Government Health Facilities

Meet Mama Gordo Abdi from Kenya who is one of the
beneficiaries of HHRD's free eye cataract surgeries. She
says her vision has really improved after the surgery and
expressed her joy while thanking HHRD for this initiative.

Health care was the first program initiated by
HHRD during the emergency response to the
drought crisis in the Horn of Africa in 2011. It began
with medical assistance for those in rural areas, and
more recently, began cataract surgeries for those
in desperate need. Free cataract surgeries helped
5,000 in Pakistan and 140 in Kenya, Somalia, South
Africa and Uganda in 2017. Patients were given a
series of examinations prior to their operation. To
ensure their safety, proper medicines were
provided along with educational workshops.

Over the course of 2017,
HHRD healthcare
beneficiaries in Pakistan were
81,046. HHRD Mother-Child
Health Centers in Pakistan
assisted 64,681 women and
children. Other services
helped provide Prevention of
Blindness treatment for
5,000; Ambulance Services
for 1,972; Healthcare in Thar
for 1,560; five general Medical
Camps tending to 1,507;
Health Awareness Sessions for 6,201; Traditional Birth Training for
125; Vaccinations for 2,440 children; Rehabilitation for 3,569; and
Follow Up treatment of 23,610 people.
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Emergency Response Programs

MEXICO
EMERGENCY
RELIEF
Two major earthquakes measuring 8.1 and 7.1
rattled the country of Mexico resulting in the
deaths of 360 and leaving hundreds of thousands
homeless. HHRD's Emergency Response Team
(ERT) has provided relief to the cities of Oaxaca,
Mexico City, Puebla and Morelos delivering items
of food and water to those in need.
HHRD is a registered NGO in the region and has
been conducting Seasonal and Emergency Relief
projects in and around Chiapas. Our teams are
currently on high alert with plans of providing
immediate emergency relief.

BURMA
(ROHINGYA)
RELIEF
A silent genocide, which the United Nations calls 'textbook
ethnic cleansing' is underway against the Rohingya minority
in Myanmar. The country of Myanmar (Burma) is located in
Southeast Asia and has been marked by one of the longest
running civil wars between ethnic groups. More importantly,
1.1 million Rohingya Muslims living in the Burmese State of
Rakhine have faced apartheid like conditions since 1942.
HHRD's Emergency Response Team (ERT) is working in Cox
Bazar Bangladesh where hundreds of thousands of Rohingya
Refugees have sought safety from the violence in Myanmar.
Cox Bazar is one of most popular locations of Rohingya
Refugees however, the location has proved difficult with
torrential rains sweeping away makeshift tents and spreading
infection. Consisting mainly of women and children these
makeshift camps have become a center of disease and
infection due to lack of hygienic conditions. Our ERT has
reported a total of 640,000 Rohingya in Bangladesh with
429,000 having arrived since the new wave of violence in
August 2017. Our ERT has reported 154,000 children are
facing malnourishment as 90% of Rohingya Refugees receive
only one meal a day.
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Emergency Response Programs

SYRIAN
REFUGEES

The Syrian Revolution has resulted in the deaths of
over 250,000 people and created a historical
refugee crisis that has changed the world. Close to
4.8 million Syrians have fled their war torn nation to
neighboring European countries seeking safety.
HHRD launched its “Syrian Humanitarian Assistance
Fund” in 2011 and has been actively collecting
donations to help our brothers and sisters. Refugee
camps scattered throughout Jordan and Lebanon
are home to close to 2 million Syrian refugees who
are living in terrible conditions which include
malnourishment, disease, and often times fatality.
Our HHRD Middle East North Africa (MENA) office is
operating Education Support, In Kind Gifts, Orphan
Support, Seasonal, Youth Empowerment, Skills
Development, Food Support, “Caravans of Hope”
Shelter Relief, and Emergency Response programs.
Their presence in the region and dedicated staff
have helped thousands of refugees towards a
brighter and more promising future.

CARIBBEAN
RELIEF
Measured as a category 5 hurricane,
Maria hit the island of Dominica with full
force leaving 15 dead and immense
infrastructure damage. Many of the
islands in the Caribbean were
recovering from Hurricane Irma when
Hurricane Maria followed suit. Puerto
Rico was the strongest hit as million
struggle without food, water, and power.
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Two HHRD Emergency Relief Teams (ERT) were
on location in the Caribbean islands of St.
Martin and Tortola as well as, Dominica on route
to Barbados to provide emergency relief items
to Hurricane Irma and Maria victims. They met
with parliament officials as well as, as they
assessed the damages from both hurricanes in
order to provide essential relief items.

HHRD has been providing relief in the
Caribbean since the devastating
earthquake that hit Haiti in 2010 killing
over 230,000, injuring over 300,000
and displacing 1.5 million people.
HHRD’s Emergency Relief Program
organized 59 Rotational Clinics
treating over 20,000 people. HHRD
has ongoing Food Distributions,
Seasonal, Healthcare, Orphan Support,
Water for Life, Skills Development and
Shelter Village programs. The Youth
for Haiti program has allowed
countless college students the
opportunity to witness first-hand the
humanitarian efforts of HHRD.

Emergency Response Programs

AFRICAN
DROUGHT
CRISIS
The continent of Africa,
with its 1.1 billion people,
has a long history of
drought, famine, epidemics
and civil war. HHRD’s work
in the region began in
Kenya with the distribution
of emergency relief items
for 108,000 Kenyans
affected by the drought of
2011. It was during this time
that we established a
permanent field office in
Nairobi.
Since then HHRD has
conducted the following
programs in the region:
Emergency Relief, In Kind
Gifts, Orphan Support,
Water Sanitation and
Hygiene, Skills
Development, Education,
Healthcare, and Seasonal
programs. In 2014 the
countries of Kenya,
Somalia, Tanzania, and
Uganda were our primary
focus.

THARPARKAR
DROUGHT
CRISIS

The region of Tharparkar,
Sindh in Pakistan has been
marked by drought, famine
and malnutrition. This deadly
combination of famine and
drought has left the people of
Tharparkar in a state of
anguish and despair. The lack
of monsoons has caused wells
to dry up as a result leading
to the destruction of crops
and livestock. With all
available water resources
being contaminated citizens
are forced to consume
undrinkable and unsafe water.

HHRD’s Water for Life
program implemented 83
safe drinking water
projects, 40 community
hand pumps, 16
submersible water pumps,
25 water wells, and 2
filtration plants.

The implementation of all these projects has
been successfully installed by Implementing
Partner (IP). These projects benefitted about
49,918 drought-affected people in famine
areas of district Tharparkar.

Over 10 million at risk.
They need food and water.

Over 23 Malnourished
Children have died,
and 175,000 Families
are in Dire Straits.
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Emergency Response Programs
Alberta Wild Fire Relief
Thousands of Fort McMurray residents were stranded after having evacuated their homes due to the escalating
wildfires which spread near Edmonton, Canada in May, 2016 . HHRD launched the “Alberta Wildfire Fund” and
was able to raise $60,000 for emergency relief. With our parent organization, the Islamic Circle of North
America Relief Canada (Edmonton Chapter) and ICNA Relief, we provided relief to people in need of immediate assistance.
ICNA Relief Canada Recuperation Teams distributed bottled water, easy to eat meals, new socks and undergarments,
toiletries (i.e. soap, shampoo, toothbrush, toothpaste etc.), baby and adult diapers at various shelters in Edmonton. With
15% of the city destroyed and 2,400 homes burnt to the ground, it took weeks for the thousands of evacuees to return to
what was left of their homes.

Ecuador Hurricane Relief
The devastating 7.8 and 6.0 magnitude earthquakes that hit Ecuador in April, 2016 left 660 dead,
16,601 injured and 25,640 seeking shelter in emergency centers. Bridges, roads, buildings and
homes were completely destroyed making relief work extremely difficult. The towns most affected
were: Manta, Portoveijo, Pedenales and Guayaquil. HHRD immediately launched its “Ecuador Relief” fund after being in
contact with the Islamic Centers in Guyaquil and Quito’s Imam Yahya, of the main Islamic Center of Quito, requested
immediate help with tents, food, water, blankets, clothes, utensils, baby food, and medical care. The three member
HHRD USA Recuperation Efforts Team arrived in the capital city of Quito, where they loaded two trucks with
humanitarian assistance items before heading for distribution in the affected province of Manabi.

Haiti Hurricane Relief
Hurricane Matthew, a category 4 storm, which devastated Haiti in October, 2016 affected 1.4 million
people, claimed the lives of over 1,000, and destroyed over 90% of southern Haiti. HHRD’s Emergency
Response Team was immediately on the scene, with base camps in Port au Prince and Jeremie, where
they assembled needed supplies such as non-perishable food items and galvanized iron sheets for distribution.
HHRD's Hurricane Matthew emergency response included food distributions, repairing of roofs, medical clinics and
continuation of long-term rehabilitation projects, which started following the catastrophic hurricane, which hit Haiti
in 2010. Relief distributions took place in Les Cayes, Jeremie, Manish Village, Miragoane, and Dame Marie.

Indonesia Hurricane Relief
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Located in what is known as the "Pacific Ring of Fire" Indonesia is prone to earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, tsunamis and floods. In December 2016, a 6.5 magnitude earthquake rocked Indonesia's Pidie
Jaya district killing 102, injuring over 600, and leaving thousands homeless. HHRD's partner organization,
PKPU, was on the ground monitoring the situation, providing immediate medical assistance, and conveying
the essential relief items needed for the survivors. The damage caused by the earthquake included 129 shops, 429
homes, 20 mosques, Pidie hospital, Islamic College AL-Azziziyah Mudi Mesra, and 3 Islamic boarding schools.
Major roadways were blocked by debris and emergency workers focused their efforts in the affected areas of Pidie Jaya, Bireun and
Pidie. HHRD’s partner, PKPU, organized an emergency medical clinic to provide necessary medical assistance to the injured.
Relief items including food, water and other basic medical relief were delivered to those in dire need.
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Main Office: Michigan *
21199 Hilltop St.
Southfield, MI 48033
(313)279-5378
1-888-808-HELP (4357)
1-877-521-6291
info@hhrd.org

Florida *
1650 Tropic Park Dr.
Sanford, FL 32773
(407) 431-5396

Arizona *
33 East Comstock Drive #1
Chandler, AZ 85225
(480) 558-4976

Georgia *
6500 McDonough Drive, Suite B-5
Norcross, GA 30093
(678) 469-8319
678-773-4286

California – South *
520 S. Claudina Street, Unit P
Anaheim, CA 92805
714-603-7129
951-858-8513

Illinois – Chicago *
637 N. Addison Road
Villa Park, IL 60181
(630) 748-8969

California – S.F. Bay Area *
3070 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 987-0662
(408) 469-3995
California –San Diego *
7313 Carroll Road. Suite D
San Diego, CA 92121
P: (858) 564-8084
C: (760) 681-0755
Carolinas *
1904-C Fairfax Rd.
Greensboro, NC 27407
(336) 327-6291

Florida - South
(561) 420-4314

Illinois - Shop N’ Help
2756 W Devon Ave.
Chicago, IL 60659
(773) 819-9233
Maryland *
1817 Whitehead Rd
Woodlawn, MD 21207
(301) 685-3565
Missouri *
10621 Liberty Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63132
(314) 736-6870
(603) 261 0757
* Has In-Kind Collection Center/Warehouse

New England *
80 Turnpike Rd.
Westborough, MA 01581
(RT-9 east, Next to Dodge/Mitsubishi Dealers
508.768.0177
New Jersey
1320 Hamilton Street, Suite 205
Somerset, NJ 08873
(732) 246-2511
New York - North *
1529 Jericho Turnpike,
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(646) 464-3122
New York - South *
350 Troy Schenectady Rd.
Latham, NY 12110
630.935.8617
Texas – Dallas *
1351 T I Boulevard, Unit 103
Richardson, TX 75081
972-234-4846
Texas – Houston *
10503 Rockley Road, Suite 105-B
Houston, TX 77099
(713) 984-4558
(713)517-8339
Washington *
406 SE Everett Mall Way # 4-104C
Everett, WA 98205
(253) 397 8402

101 Helping Hand USA is a 501 (c)(3) global, humanitarian, and development organization - Tax ID #31-162804002
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